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This page contains updated information and downloads for the game. New content is being added regularly. Download HELI-X Now! A full featured, professional flight simulator for helicopters, planes and multicopters Personalized, intuitive and easy to learn in a modern user interface Real-time physics, no time limits, without penalty points or other tracking systems Multiplayer and quick matches
HELI-X is a professional R/C flight simulator for helicopters, planes and multicopters. Whether you are a helicopter pilot, a racing pilot, a multi-rotor pilot, a fixed wing pilot or a drone pilot, HELI-X offers you the full flight experience. For the helicopter pilot, you will fly the classics like the Bell 206 Jet Ranger, Bell Jet Ranger, Schweizer 300, Bell Jet Ranger II or even the King Air C90. If you
prefer a fixed wing aircraft, you can try the Yak-42, Beech Super King Air, King Air C90, Cessna Cardinal, or even the Aurora A26. For the multi-rotor pilot, we offer the Blade S105, Blade M11, Blade M600 or the BladeM120. If you prefer the quadcopter or the drone, you will be able to fly the DJI Inspire or the Parrot AR Drone 2. Whether you are a professional pilot, an enthusiast, a hobbyist or
a drone pilot, you will be able to enjoy HELI-X. Each pilot will find its own paradise in our simulator. Features of HELI-X HELI-X offers the following features: Professional flight physics (real time) Realistic aircraft models and textures (visually and acoustic) Realistic bird and vehicle models Realistic fuel and engine management Very realistic landing and takeoff animations Realistic crash
animations Realistic handling and surface vehicles Realistic engines (for helicopters) Realistic turbines (for fixed wing aircraft) Very realistic piloting animations Realistic HUD display Realistic controls Realistic flight physics: no penalization system and no time limits Realistic seat animations Very immersive and realistic 3D cockpit, avionics and other display Flying using either joysticks or flypads
(for helicopters and multicopters) Flying using either a joystick or using the keyboard ( 82157476af
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